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aid always granted on those occasions to
tbe quantum of accumulation

we cannot deny that his pamphlet displays considerable ability, and is highly
deservingof perusal by every one who

made

during a minority."
Though the Author sometimes ex-

would wissi to form just notions of the
important question about to be can-

presses

himself with a degree of warmth
that we think not altogether suited to

vassed and decided in the High Court
the sober discussion of a legal subject, of Chancery.

A Plea for Religion and the Sacred Writings :

1

addressed to the

Disciples

cludes, that though he is not war-

of Tho- ranted in looking upon the use of
"

mas Paine, and wavering Christians of carbonate os lime as a specific, yet that
every Persuasion. With an Appendix. it appears to merit the utmost attention
By the Rev. David Simpson, M. A. of the faculty, not only in cancers, but
Svo.
in various other obstinate sores. This
This is intended for an antidote to pamphlet calls for the notice and attenthe sceptical spirit of the present age, tion of every medical practitioner.
aud contains much useful matter worthy of attention. Paine"s objections to The Gentleman s Guide in Money Negotia-

tion!,, and Banker"s, Merchant"s, and

the Bible, the state of Church preferments, and of Methodist Societies, nonrelidence, patronage, and pluralities,
the articles and canons, the liturgy,
and other public offices of the Church,

Tradesman] t. Counting-house Assistant.
12 mo.

Contains many useful tables, which,
from the examination of a few of them,
are discussed, and censured or approved we believe to be accurate.
according to the Author"s, judgment of
them. Two Appendixes arc subjoined :
the former containing thoughts on a
national reform ; and the J at Mr- the

Mentor ; or, the Morel Conductor cf Youth
from the Academy to Manhood : a Work

the Result

os actual but painful Experi-

reasons

ence candidly stated, and usefully adapted

the religious establishment of the counT
try, and declining to officiate as a Mini-

communicating Instruction, and digested

of the Author (who is now no
more) for resigning*-his preferment in

to the-Level of youthful Understanding ;
being a Sequel to the Art

same

ster in the Church.of England. In

on the
Principle, To which is added,
as an Incitement to the Study of it in

course

of the work many amusing
the
anecdotes are introduced, which contribute to render the volume as enter-

taining as it is important.
The Spirit the Public Journals for 1801,

os Vol. V.

uiiw.

Of the former volumes of this work
we h ive at various times given our opi-

nion. The present is fully equal, if not
superior, to any that have preceded,-it.

os Teaching, or

"

gro-vi"tt Youth, during their Hours of
Relaxation from Business, an Essay on
the extensive Utility, Advantages, and

Anuifement of Mathematical Learning.
By David Mortice.

8 v o." p p. a 8 6.

We have with great satisfaction pe-

rilled this volume, and fee"l ourselves
bound, by the duty we owe to the Public as well as in justice to the Author,

From it the manners, customs, fassiibns, to say, that as a practical treatise for
lollies, and extravagancies of the times, the regulation of conduct in life it is
will be better-learnt than from any deserving of the mostextensive circulaother source that can be pointed out.
tion. The lessons which it inculcates
are, we are assured, founded on actual
Cafes of Cancer ; with Observations on experience, and have, therefore, the
the Use of Carbonate of Lime in that strongest claims to attention ; and there
Disease. By Edward Keniisti, M. D. is nothing dry, harlh, tedious, or in\
8vo.
any way repulsive, in the Author"s
Dr. Kentissi, in this pamphlet, gives style of illustration.
the history and result of two cases in
The work is designed for the admothis dreadful disease, one of which had
a fortunate termination, the other the
contrary. He has in both instances

nition and instruction of grown youth,
about to leave school, whether de-

signed for the university, the countingdiscl.osed with great candour the whole house, the public office,, the a: my, or
circumstances of each ease ; and con- the navy ; but particularly for those
who

;

